Fractured Fairy Tale Photo Contest

RULES:
- Take 1 photo per category
- Need to submit 12 photos to be considered
- Use your own interpretation of each statement
- Submit photos to Miss Kris by email at kdelabioemclinc.org by Aug. 10
- Prizes will be awarded the week of Aug. 17

Example: Everyday item repurposed - Tea cup turned into a bird feeder

Cleaning tool for Cinderella
Mermaid’s playground
Pet carrier for Toto
Gardening tool for Jack
Coach for Cinderella
Candy storage for Hansel and Gretel
Tower for Rapunzel
Something that is never wrong
Something to make a trail
Everyday item repurposed

Things in the wolf’s stomach
Unusual Pets
Castle for Cinderella
House for a pig
Tool belt for the 7 dwarfs
Unusual place to take a nap
Shoe holder for the shoemaker
Something that is easily tricked
A giant’s bed
Something with inner beauty

For more information, visit www.freelibraryofspringfieldtownship.org
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Darkwood by M.E. Breen
review written by Ursula A.

This book is about a young girl named Annie who escapes the clutches of vile people who are using men and children to hunt for valuable ringstone. As Annie travels to the palace to tell the king about the ringstone mining, she meets friendly people willing to help. Once at the palace she finds long lost family. Meanwhile secrets are slowly being revealed. The so called Kinderstalk may not be so evil. Maybe it’s humans. This is a wonderful adventure book that doesn’t get caught up in romance like so many other books do these days (not to say that those kinds of books are bad!). I’d recommend it to everyone.

Five stars! ★★★★★

Summer Reading 2020
Sign up from the website www.freelibraryofspringfieldtownship.org
Teen page

Don’t forget to sign up!
Solitary by Eilis A.
Solitary sits on the dock
Quiet on her left, Peace the right
Waves giggle 'round the trio
laughing merrily at the sky
Clouds dance in the ceiling
combing, dividing, allying, defecting
Seagulls spy for fish
calling for reinforcements
Light arcs over the merry
sparkling multicolored rays
Boats cut through the waves
white specks seeking the open
evading bobs of buoys
reveling in salty winds
Triangle noses briefly emerge
curious eyes scan waves and sky
one second, two and three
four then disappear to down below
Solitary, Quiet, and Peace sit
Serenity now in their midst
Company approaches the four
Joy, Laughter. Conversation too
with Love and Life looking on
the original three evolved to ten
turned to nine quite instantly
Solitary retreating away
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